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PREFACE

ry HIS Glossary is based upon the Aramaic inscriptions edited

by the French Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres
in the second part of the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum

comprising some three hundred inscriptions from Assyria Baby

lonia Asia Minor Egypt and Palestine fascic i 1889 fascic
ii 1893 To these have been added about seven hundred
Sinaitic inscriptions collected and edited by Euting and one
hundred and fifty Palmyrene inscriptions published by the
Comte de Vogue in his work La Syrie Centrale 1868 1877
Since the publication of the latter however numerous not
unimportant Palmyrene inscriptions have appeared in various
journals devoted to Semitic studies and a list of those which
have been utilized in the preparation of the Glossary will be
found upon pp 4 f below

Finally besides a few recent Nabataean inscriptions which
have appeared since the publication of the Corpus above
mentioned I have included the well known inscriptions from
Zenjirli and with some hesitation those from Nerab near
Aleppo In spite of the uncertainty of many of the readings in
these old Aramaic inscriptions it did not seem desirable to

ignore any evidence which might possibly throw light upon the
study of comparative Semitic philology
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For the purposes of this Glossary I have freely availed
myself of the notes given by the various editors and where
necessary have marked any useful parallels notes references
etc which I have come across in the course of my reading
My indebtedness to the writings of Robertson Smith Theodor

Noldeke Julius Wellhausen and many other scholars will be
manifest from the references in the Glossary

Hitherto with the exception of the useful Namen Register
in Euting s editions of Nabataean and Sinaitic inscriptions the

only collection of Aramaic proper names has been so far as I
am aware Ledrain s Dictionnaire des Noms Propres Palmy
reniens Paris 1887 A complete glossary of the Aramaic
inscriptions does not exist The amount of material likely to
be afforded by the Aramaic inscriptions to the study of Semitic

onomatology the importance of which is becoming ever more
widely recognised may be estimated from the fact that about
three fifths of the headings are proper names extending over

a period of some eleven centuries The attempt has been
made to render this department of the Glossary as complete
as possible by the addition of cognate or parallel names which

might conceivably elucidate the pronunciation or derivation
of a particular proper name The chief sources have been
the Assyrian and Greek equivalents in bilinguals the Greek
inscriptions and papyri from Palestine and Egypt and the
evidence furnished by Mishnic Hebrew Sabaean and Arabic
I may add here that in the case of the less simple names I
have usually followed the interpretation suggested by the
editor or editors of the inscriptions in numerous instances
however the same name admits of more than one signification
e g itySl Bel helps or Bel is a help, and it is not to
be assumed that the one I have mentioned is alone correct

The Introduction which follows divides and classifies the
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Aramaic inscriptions and explains the method of references
and abbreviations which have been employed in order to keep

the work within limits By the attempt to indicate however
roughly the provenance of the inscriptions and their approxi
mate age the practical utility of the Glossary has I hope been
increased

A compilation of this nature cannot expect to be complete
The vocabulaiy is constantly enriched by the discovery and
decipherment of fresh inscriptions and continued research tends

to place upon a more secure basis the readings of the inscrip
tions which are already known The latter remark applies with

special force to the Palmyrene inscriptions the lack of a recent
and comprehensive edition of which has caused some difficulty

I have for my own part attempted to bring the Glossary up to
date as completely as possible by embodying where necessary

the corrections suggestions and criticisms of scholars labouring

in this field of Semitic study and as a general rule have
employed brackets and superlinear dots to indicate references
and readings which were doubtful or incomplete Although
this principle may not have been put into effect as thoroughly

as could be wished the necessity of avoiding the perpetuation
of errors can hardly be overestimated Care has been taken
to make this Glossary as accurate as possible but in a work
compiled from so many scattered sources and involving a large

mass of detail inconcinnities and errors are almost inevitable
some of these are remedied in the Additions and Corrections

Pp 125 ff to which the reader is requested to turn before using
the Glossary

At the very last moment I have been able to append a few references to an
interesting collection of Palmyrene inscriptions just recently edited by Professor
D H Miiller of Vienna see pp 123 f I have to apologise therefore for the
inordinate length of the Additions and Corrections
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In conclusion I wish to express my deep sense of gratitude

to Professor A Ashley Bevan of Trinity College Cambridge
for his ever ready help and for many valuable suggestions
My best thanks are due also to the Syndics of the University
Press for undertaking the publication of this Glossary and to
the proof readers and staff for the painstaking manner in which

they have accomplished the work

London
September 1898

STANLEY A COOK



INTRODUCTION

Aramaic one of the great branches of the Semitic family
of languages was the lingua franca of Western Asia Used in
Assyria and Babylonia as early as the tenth century B C it

was probably through the influence of these countries that
it first attained importance 1 The Persians at a later date
employed it during their supremacy in Egypt and at the
commencement of the Christian era we find it adopted by the
Arabs Hence the inscriptions written in Aramaic are of a
most varied character and as is only natural will be found to
contain numerous foreign words and expressions The younger
dialects Nabataean and Palmyrene are of great importance
for the light which they throw upon many of the peculiarities
of Biblical Aramaic and the more ancient ones especially the

inscriptions of Zenjirli present an Aramaic dialect which
closely approximates to the Hebrew or Canaanitish 2

For the sake of convenience we may divide these inscriptions
into three great classes

1 It appears from 2 Kings xviii 26 Is xxxvi 11 that Aramaic was under
stood by both Jewish and Assyrian diplomatists at the end of the 8th
century b c

2 Further details are unnecessary here Deference may be made to the
following which have been utilized in preparing this Introduction and Glossary

Semitic Languages by Prof T Noldeke Enc Brit ed ix Kautzsch
pram Bibl Aram pp 1 16 Driver Introd to Old Test ed 6 pp 502 504
ib Notes on Samuel pp xvii xxiv useful for remarks upon Aramaic palaeo
graphy Wright Comp Gram of Sem Lang 14 18 Bevan Comm on
Daniel 32 ff 211 ff Zimmern Vergl Gramm d Sem Sprachen and Noldeke s
invaluable articles in the Zeitschr d Morgenland Gesellsch xvii 703 ff xix
63 7 xxiv 85 ff xxv 113 ff xlvii 99 ff
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1 The first class comprises inscriptions from Assyria
Babylonia Northern Syria Asia Minor etc nearly all of
which are contained in the CIS t ii fasc i nos 1 112 1
Those from Ass and Bab consist chiefly of a number of
weights contracts and seals many of which are bilingual
Assyrian and Aramaic 2

Nos 1 52 from Niniveh Kouyunjik Nimroud Khorsabad 8 7th
cent B C Nos 53 71 Babylonia 6th 4th cent B C No 72 from Tello
bilingual in Aramaic and Greek 3rd cent Nos 73 107 uncertain origin
ranging from 9th to 4th cent B C No 108 the well known bronze lion
from Abydos 6th 5th cent v s psDK No 109 from Limyra 5th 4th
cent No 110 from Caucasus Mts No 112 from Olympus Phoenician
workmanship apparently 7th 6th To these is added an inscr from
Cilicia referred to as Cil 3

The most important not only of this class but of all the
Aramaic inscriptions are those discovered at the village of
Zenjirli in N Syria situated at the foot of the Amanus
mountains 37 6 N 36 41 E Only three as yet have been
published and mutilated and obscure as they are in parts
they form a most valuable and welcome addition to our stock
of inscriptions They belong to the eighth century B C All
references to these inscriptions are made by a prefixed Z and
it should be pointed out here that opinion differs considerably
with regard to many of the readings and generally speaking
only those are quoted about which the various editors were
more or less agreed 4

1 All references to Aramaic inscriptions in the CIS are cited by their
numbers only

2 No 96 a bilingual in Aram and S Arabian 5 4th cent B C v s Dm
3 See Anzeig d kais Akad d Wissens Vienna Oct 19th 1892 and ZA

Dec 1892 pp 350 ft
4 The following editions have been consulted Sacbau Ausgrabungen in

Sendschirli in the Mittheilungen of the Berlin Univ 1893 cf also the
Sitzungs berichte of the same Oct 22nd 1896 pp 1051 ft D H Miiller die
altsemitischen Inschriften cms Sendschirli Vienna 1893 J Halevy Les dexix
Inscriptions HiUennes de Zindjlrli Rev Sem d epigr et d hist anc 1894 and
April 1896 p 185 f Also Noldeke s admirable article in the ZMG xlvii 99ft
For inscr of Bar K K B also Winckler Mittheil d Vorderasiat Ges 1896 heft 4
22 ft and Hoffmann ZA 1897 317 ft
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Of the three inscriptions one is dedicated to P n m u bar B r s r and
is referred to as Zp The second dedicated by P n m u bar q r l to
Hadad is designated Zh and the third Zb is by Bar R K B bar P n m u

Finally we include in this class the two inscriptions recently
discovered at Nerab near Aleppo The text followed is that
given by Clermont Ganneau in the Journal officiel d I Rdpub
franc 1896 March 23rd p 1651 cf also Halevy Revue
Sdmitiqioe 1896,279 ff 369 ff Hoffmann Zeitschriftf Assyrio
logie 1897 Jan 207 ff They are referred to as Nerab 1 and 2

2 To the second class belong the Aramaic inscriptions
from Egypt which date from the end of fifth to beginning of
third century B C They are contained in nos 122 155 of
the CIS

No 122 the so called stele of Sakhara biling in Eg and Aram dated
the fourth year of Xerxes i e 482 B C Nos 137 144 154 155 from
Elephantine 141 the well known Carpentras Inscr dedicated to son
prob 4th cent B C Nos 145 153 papyri unfortunately sadly mutilated
No 145 consisting of four fragments A B C D the Blacassiani papyri
Prob end of 5th cent According to some the latter deal with a tale told
hy an Aramaean who was hostile to the Eg religion others find in them
an Egypto Judaic Haggadah on Ex i They are too mutilated and obscure
to allow of our arriving at any certain decision l

3 To the third class belong the great majority of the
Aramaic inscriptions They date from just before the Chris
tian era and go down to about the third century a d They
ttay be divided into three groups the first two of which are
especially valuable owing to their agreement in many essential
Particulars with the Aramaic of Daniel and Ezra 2

1 The first group comprises the Nabataean inscriptions
from Teima in the N of the Hijaz al Hijr Petra and the
Hauran and are contained in the CIS nos 113 121,156 307

1 For 122 palaeographically important on account of its bearing a date
cf plate lxiii of the Oriental Section of the Palaeographical Society for 141 v
P 1 lxiv ib and Driver Samuel p xviii and for 145 v pi xxv xxvi ib
Driver op cit p xxi

2 Cf Driver Introd Old Test 6th ed pp 502 ff Parts of Ezra belong
Probably to the Persian period but the whole has been remodelled by a later
w wter Daniel dates from the middle of the second century b c

1 2
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A small number of these have been critically edited by Euting
in a convenient form and are referred to in the glossary by a
prefixed N The table below p 6 gives the numbers under
which the inscriptions in Euting s collection are to be found in
the CIS 1

The well known inscriptions from Teima 2 nos 113 121 are the most
ancient of this group The first two belong to 6 5th cent B C and the
others date from 4th 2nd cent B C The remainder 156 ft start from a
date shortly before the Christian era and go down to the end of the
1st cent a d Nos 157 158 were found at Puteoli 159 Rome 160 Sidon
161 Dmer 162 193 the Hauran 195 196 Moabite from Umm er resas
and Medaba nos 197 307 Hegra To these we have added a no 156
Jerusalem b a Nab inscr edited by Sachau Sitz berichte Berlin
Oct 22nd 1896 no xli designated in the glossary Nab Sach and
o Nab Pet a recent inscription from Petra v Barth Hebraica American
Journal of Sem Lang and Lit July 1897 267 ff Cf Journal Asiatique
1896 t viii 304 ff 485 ff

2 The second group comprises the Palmyrene inscrip
tions most of which as the name implies come from Palmyra
the ancient Tadmor and belong to the first three centuries of
the Christian era 3 The largest collection is by Comte de
Vogue in La Syne Gentrale 1868 1877 whose readings in
some cases are supplemented by those of later scholars All
references to Palmyrene inscriptions are marked by a prefixed
P which without any further sign denotes those in the above
mentioned work

To these have been added the following which are alphabetically
arranged according to the abbreviations and signs by which they are
referred to in the glossary
PCl Gan Clermont Ganneau Recueil d Arched Orient 115 ff 300 ff

for latter cf also Journal Asiatique 1888 t xi p 303

1 J Euting NabaUiische Inschriften aus Ambien Berlin 1885 is especially
valuable on account of the numerous notes which Nb ldeke has contributed
These have been freely used in the compilation of this glossary

2 Cf Studia Biblia Oxford i no x 211 f 1885 and Alt Aram Inschr
arts Teima Noldeke Sitz ber Berlin July 10th 1884

3 The oldest Vogue Syr Centr 3 belongs to Nov 9 B C The Palmyrene
inscriptions which are dated follow the Seleucid era 311 310 B C For
another era in this group see p 6
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PEut J Euting in Sitzungs bericMe d Kaiserl Acad Berlin
a nos 1 40 June 11th 1885 669 ff 6 nos 41 52

April 22nd 1887 407 ff 1
P JAs Vog Vogue Journ Asiat 1883 t i p 243

M Mordtmann Neue Beitriige z Kunde Palmyra s in Sitz ber d
Konigl Acad Munich 1875

P Mlill D H Mtiller Sitz ber etc Vienna oviii 475 f
Pbaa Ledrain al in Rev d Assyr et d Arche ol Orient Paris 1884 ff

References are made to the pages of the different volumes
vol i 1884 86 ii 1888 92 iii 1894

p Sach Sachau ZMG xxxv 728 ff
P Schr Schroeder ZMG xxxix 32 ff
PSchr S Schroeder Sitz ber etc Berlin 1884 437 ff
PS Sh South Shields inscr ed by W Wright Journ Soc Bibl

Archaeol 1879 vi 436 f
Pvoj a b D H Mtiller in the Vienna Oriental Journal vi 317 ff and

viii 11 ff a and b respectively
P Wr Wright Journal of Soc for Bibl Archaeol 1880 vii 1 ff

A Palmyrene inscription from Medeba in the Zeit f Assyrio
logie April 1894

Pzmq Levy in ZMG xii 214 ff xv 615 ff and xviii 65 ff
Lastly is included the Great Fiscal Inscription a d 137 a bilingual

111 Aram and Gr composed of an introductory portion of eleven lines
Pf and three columns Pfi F2 P3 The editions consulted have been

those of Vogue in the Journ Asiat 1883 t i 231 ff t ii 15 ff Schroeder
Sitz ber Berlin 1884 417 ff Reckendorff ZMG xlii 370 with reference
als to Sachau ZMG xxxvii 562 ff and Bevan Daniel 215 ff who give
01u y the introductory part Pp Here as in the case of the Zenjirli
inscriptions there is much that is obscure and only those readings have
been usually noted about which there was some agreement of opinion

3 Finally to the third group belong the latest of all the
Aramaic inscriptions viz those from the Sinaitic peninsula
They have long been known to travellers and were formerly
supposed to be the work of the children of Israel during their
wanderings in the wilderness They were first critically studied
by Beer of Leipzig in 1839 and are now known to be nothing
more than the names of various nomads of Arabian nationality
followed by some Aramaic benedictory formula A few of the
names appear to be Aramaic and still fewer are Jewish
Nearly 700 of these have been edited by Euting Sinaitische

1 No 41 the second oldest Palm inscr dated a d 21
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Inschriften 1891 whose collection has heen utilized for the
purposes of the glossary All references to them are marked
by the prefix Sin The dates of two only are known viz
no 319 230 1 a d and no 463 189 A D The year of
the Eparchy after which the latter is dated is 104 A D

A table of the Nabataean Inscr in Eu ting s Nabatciisclie
Inschriften and Vogue s La Syrie Centrale with their corre
sponding numbers in the CIS

1 CIS 332 Eut Nab 36 CIS 343
2 197 37 344
3 198 38 338
4 199 39 339
5 201 40 336
6 202 41 337
7 204 42 120
8 205 43
9 206 44 121

10 207 45 314
11 208 46 315
12 209 47 309
13 210 48 312
14 212 49 311
15 213 50 313
16 214 51 227
17 215 52
18 216 53 292
19 200 54 293
20 217 55 234
21 218 56 294
22 219 57 295
23 220 58 296
24 221 59 297
25 222 60 298
26 223 61 299
27 224 62 300
28 225 63 301
29 228 64
30 333 65 302
31 346 7 66 303
32 67 304
33 345 68 305
34 340 69 307
35 341 2
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